
Making Your Dream Pool A Reality! If You Dream It... We Can Build It!



About Designer Pools

Since 1995, Jorge Garcia of 
Designer Pools, Inc. has been 

transforming yards into imaginative outdoor 
living spaces in the South Florida area. Designer 
Pools has been recognized as a highly respected 
pool construction company by delivering his 
signature style and quality craftsmanship. 
Designer Pools approaches each project on 
an individual basis, using space, sound and 
color to capture the essence of your home. 
Your project begins with a no-cost consultation. 

We personally oversee each project from the 
original design and development through 
construction to final completion. The Designer 
Pools’ signature is your guarantee of quality 
craftsmanship and excellent customer service. 
Whether you are a new homeowner, want to 
transform your existing home, or inject new life 
into a commercial facility, you’ll enjoy the peace 
of mind that comes from a relationship based 
on trust.

Our quality of work is consistent, correct 
and monitored by our strict demands. We 
strive for excellence and your satisfaction 
for years to come. Your friends and 
neighbors will say “WOW!” to your 
personal signature design and our quality 
installation. We never compete to be the 
“lowest price” but we always compete to 
be the “’BEST IN QUALITY AND SERVICE.”

Designer Pools strives to give its 
customers the service and quality they 
deserve. Allow Designer Pools, Inc. to 
make your dreams come true, and you’ll 
experience the pleasure of owning a 
quality built swimming pool and spa 
using the most technologically advanced 
equipment available today.

Featured in the June 2016 issue  
of Architectural Digest
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High-Efficiency Fan  
Assisted Heater

Low-Restriction  
Header Design

Straight-Through Flow

Sweep Elbow

2" x 2.5" 
Unions
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HERITAGE OF EXCELLENCE
For more than 100 years, we’ve developed forward-thinking products 
that afford our customers a better life. Today, our products are the most 
innovative, easy-to-use and reliable pool and spa products on the market.

JXi™ Pool and Spa Heater with VersaFlo™ 
Integrated Bypass Technology
•  The hydraulic savings of VersaFlo make it the perfect 

complement to Versa Plumb, which reduces plumbing 
costs and maximizes energy efficiency in the smallest 
footprint available

•  83% thermal efficiency rating and low-NOx design 
surpasses strict DOE energy-efficiency requirements

•  VersaFlo offers up to 20 percent  
additional energy savings**

•  Features a totally enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) 
permanent magnet brushless DC motor for cooler 
operation and extended motor life

•  When used at energy-saving lower speeds, the 
advanced motor design of the VS PlusHP generates 
up to 70% less noise than single-speed pumps

•  Digital controller with two timed speeds/8 speeds 
total. Remotely-mounted controller provides easy 
access to pump controls. Reliable battery backup 
ensures time and settings are stored if power stops

•  Auxiliary circuit can be used to control other devices 
such as booster pumps or saltwater chlorinators 
without the need for an additional timeclock

VS PlusHP 2.7 THP Variable-Speed Pump

•  Versa Plumb-ready for quick connection to Jandy Pro 
Series pumps and equipment

•  Side mount allows for easy installation or replacement 
of existing filter

•  Clean/dirty indicator on pressure gauge allows you 
to know exactly when to clean the filter for optimal 
filtration and water savings

•  Large 2" drain port

•  Three backwash valves available

•  Extra-deep sand bed and dual diffusers for superior 
filtration

•  Heavy-duty, durable composite body made of 
corrosion and UV-resistant materials

•  24" and 30" models available

JS Series Sand Filters — Versatile and Efficient

 * Comparison is between Jandy Pro Series Versa Plumb System using a Jandy Pro Series Pump, Versa Plumb Filter, LXi™ Heater, AquaPure® Salt System, and Never Lube® 
Valves with sweep elbows versus competitors' equipment using comparable pump, filter, heater, sanitizer and valves.

**Versus a similar system without VersaFlo

50% More Hydraulic Efficiency*
The Versa Plumb System reduces hydraulic resistance by 
up to 50% versus other equipment sets in its class.

Uses Less Horsepower
The Versa Plumb System’s increased hydraulic efficiency 
allows for up to a 1/2 HP smaller pump to achieve the same 
level of flow, resulting in greater energy savings.

50% Less Plumbing Pipe and Fittings
Innovative system design requires less plumbing pipe and 
fittings, while increasing hydraulic efficiency.

Equipment that works together for 
ultimate efficiency

THE VERSA PLUMB SYSTEM

VersaFlo-ReadyAutomation-
Ready



AUTOMATION LIGHTING

WATER FEATURES, FALLS

Zodiac’s top-of-the-line Jandy Pro Series AquaLink 
RS systems enable total control of the backyard 
experience. AquaLink RS systems are fully 
integratable with home automation systems, and 
feature our patented seasonal adjust technology, 
which can modify schedules throughout the year  
for substantial additional energy savings.  
AquaLink RS delivers the ultimate pool/spa 
automation experience.

•  Control individual pool and spa functions, lighting, 
and water features from the convenience of  
your home

•  Automate daily pool equipment functions, such as 
filtration, sanitation and cleaning, and create  
one-touch macros

•  Easy to use app for anytime, anywhere  
pump control 

•  Wi-Fi used for hotspot technology allows pump set 
up and programming, even without Internet access

•  Remotely manage key service functions

•  Compatible with all Jandy Pro Series  
variable-speed pumps.

Sheer Descent
waterfalls produce a clear 
arc of water that can be 
adjusted from a silent 
glass-like sheet of water 
to a rushing mountain 
waterfall. 

FiberFall
uses a fiber optic light to  
add an entertaining 
lighted accent to 
waterfalls. 
(Fiber Optic light driver 
sold separately) 

Sheer Curtain
waterfalls produce a clear 
curtain of water that 
descends straight down to 
the pool. 

Sheer Rain
waterfalls provide 
streams of water 
projected at a 45-degree 
angle, creating a unique 
waterfall sight and sound.

Sheer Arc
waterfalls project up at  
45 degrees and then  
naturally arc and descend  
to the pool surface.

Rain Arc
produces streams of 
water that project up 
at 45 degrees and then 
naturally arc and descend 
to the pool surface.

Laminar Jets with LED create spectacular backyard 
water entertainment with dazzling nighttime 
lighting effects. They produce clear or lighted arcs of 
water as they silently enter the pool or spa.

•  Comes standard with built-in 12V LED lights, 
adjustable to the preferred intensity, and can be 
synchronized with Zodiac® pool and spa LED lights

•  Innovative internal flow adjustment valve 
conveniently located inside the canister

WATER FEATURES, JETS POOL FINISHES

AquaLink® RS — Premium Automation at 
its Finest

Instant Pump Automation Just Add iQPump01

•  9 vibrant colors and 5 light shows  
(RGBW WaterColors Lights)

•  Energy-efficient and low-voltage (12VAC)

•  Nicheless mounting reduces construction costs

•  Three power levels for ultimate flexibility

Jandy® Pro Series Underwater LED Lighting

• Provides more than 50,000 hours of lighting

•  Unique wide-angle lens design saturates your water 
with a wide variety of primary colors and blended 
water colors

• Uses less than 50 watts

• Reduces energy expenses by up to 90%

•  Choose from five color shows or let Jandy Pro Series 
WaterColors transition through continuously 
changing colors

Jandy Pro Series Standard LED lights

•  Corrosion-free stainless steel housing, long-lasting 
bulbs, and diffused tempered glass offer  
hassle-free ownership

•  Available in 12V and 120V models

•  Available in 100-watt, 300-watt and  
500-watt models

•  Face rings available in stainless steel or colored 
plastic to complement any pool finish

Jandy Pro Series White Lights

Laminar Jets with LED — Sheer Entertainment

Deck Jets create a beautiful arc of shimmering water 
from the deck to a pool or spa. They can be installed 
in almost any combination and the effects they 
create can be changed to meet any mood. MiniJets 
are designed to project a stream of water at a 45° 
angle of trajectory for a distance of up to 13 feet from 
the deck or under the coping.

Deck Jets and MiniJets® — Add Fun 
and Excitement

The most beautiful pools in the world are surfaced 
with the hand-polished magic of Aquavations 
Hydrazzo. It’s the smoothest, richest and most 
luxurious surface available, formulated from 
time-proven technology and the earth’s finest raw 
materials. Aquavations Hydrazzo combines naturally 
beautiful coarse graded crystalline and colored 
marble, along with white Portland cement and a host 

of other performance-enhancing ingredients to create 
the ultimate pool coating.

With unique color selections and natural variegated 
appearance, Aquavations Hydrazzo complements all 
poolscape designs. This polished pool surface creates 
a finish that is naturally resistant to spot etching, 
topical stains, permanent scale and algae adhesion.



Designer Pools, Inc. 
12252 SW 128th Court, Unit #105 
Miami, FL 33186

305-969-6300
info.designerpools@gmail.com 
designerpools.co

All rights reserved. ZODIAC® is a registered trademark of Zodiac International, S.A.S.U., used under license. Apple® is not a participant in or sponsor of this promotion. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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